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1 INTRODUCTION
Severe convection is often preceded by low-level wa-
ter vapor convergence (as discussed in Banacos and
Schultz, 2005) . Observations of water vapor conver-
gence can potentially increase the lead-time and knowl-
edge of locations for nowcasting severe weather. In this
study, we examine results of high-resolution numerical
simulations of severe convection at 1-minute output inter-
val to determine the relationship between low-level wa-
ter vapor convergence and severe convection. Three
cases are selected from the period of the the Bow-Echo
and Mesoscale Convective Vortex Experiment (BAMEX),
each of different convective-system mode; a bow-echo
system, a leading-line Mesoscale Convective System
(MCS) and a line of supercells. The Weather Research
and Forecasting (WRF) model is used with one-way nest-
ing to simulate the pre-convective environment, convec-
tion initiation and mesoscale organization at 1km horizon-
tal grid-spacing.

Following Kuo (1974), low-level water vapor conver-
gence is defined as;

−

Z

ρ 5 . (qVh)dZ, (1)

where ρ is density, q is water vapor mixing ratio, Vh is
the 2-dimensional wind field and Z is geopotential height.
Low-level is defined here as the depth of the boundary
layer of the convective environment taken from observed
thermodynamic profiles.

Remote sensing methods often observe total colum
water vapor, known as Precipitable Water (PW) and as-
sume the time tendency of PW provides an estimate
for low-level water vapor convergence. The time rate of
change of total column water vapor can be expressed as;

∂PW

∂t
=

Z

ρQdZ −

Z

ρ 5 .Vq dZ +

Z

ρq 5 .V dZ. (2)

where V is the 3d wind field and Q represents the
sources and sinks of water vapor mixing ratio. The
time rate of change of PW therefore depends on the
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source/sink terms, the vertically integrated 3d water va-
por convergence and a 3d mass convergence term. The
time rate of change of PW and vertically integrated wa-
ter vapor convergence are therefore not the same quan-
tity, and they may have different relationships with severe
convection.

2 METHODS
Selected Case Studies
Cases of severe convection are selected from the pe-
riod of the the Bow-Echo and Mesoscale Convective
Vortex Experiment (BAMEX; Davis et al. (2004)). The
relationship between water vapor convergence and se-
vere convection may depend on the convective envi-
ronment and convective-system mode. Therefore, in
an attempt to provide a set of cases representing a
cross-section of convective environments, three cases
are selected, each of different convective-system mode.
Extensive observational data of the cases, including
radar and satellite animations, are archived at http :

//www.joss.ucar.edu/bamex/catalog.
Case 1 is a severe bow-echo system1 observed dur-

ing 9-10 June 2003. Two tornadic supercells formed over
northeast Nebraska around 0000 UTC 10 June along and
just ahead of an upper-level wave and associated surface
cold front. Two distinct bow structures quickly developed
and subsequently consolidated into a continuous line that
assumed a storm motion of 17ms−1 towards the south-
east (128◦).

For case 2, convection initiated over Oklahoma and
Kansas from 2100 UTC 10 June along a trailing cold
front. Convection subsequently organized overnight into
a leading-line MCS. Whereas the convective environment
of case 1 was characterised by weak thermodynamic gra-
dients at low levels, convection for this case was initi-
ated along the strong thermodynamic gradient of the cold
front.

Case 3 is a line of supercells that tracked across the
Great Lakes region on 30th May 2003. An upper-level
shortwave trough moved southeastward into the Great
Lakes region, and convection was initiated under strong
forcing along a trailing cold front south of a surface low.
Although instability was weak to moderate, strong shear
of the horizontal wind supported supercells.

1See Fujita (1978) and Weisman (2001) for a description of bow-echo systems.



3 MODEL SETUP
BAMEX provided an unprecedented opportunity to eval-
uate many WRF model forecasts of severe convection.
Done et al. (2004) showed explicit convection forecasts
using WRF were able to accurately predict the number of
MCSs daily, the convective-system mode and evolution of
the MCSs.

The recently released Version 2.0.3 of the WRF
model is used here with one-way nesting. All do-
mains have 35 terrain-following levels specified in the
vertical. The basic physics packages are the same
for both domains and include the Mellor-Yamada-Janjic
(ETA) boundary layer scheme, the Noah land surface
model, and the Lin microphysics scheme with 6 prognos-
tic moisture variables (derived from the original scheme
described in Lin et al. (1983)). Second-order diffusion is
applied in the horizontal, and damping is applied to verti-
cal velocity. Convective parameterization is not used and
no additional data are assimilated.

The parent domain used for all simulations is shown
in Fig. 1 together with the 3 nested domains. The par-
ent domain of 500 × 500 grid points uses 4km horizontal
grid-spacing. A grid-spacing of 4km is considered suf-
ficient to represent MCSs explicitly without the need for
a parameterization of convection (Weisman et al., 1997)
but is still insufficient for representing many cell-scale
processes critical for severe weather forecasting (as dis-
cussed in Bryan et al. (2003)). Initial and boundary con-
ditions are derived from the 40km ETA analyses available
at 3 hourly intervals. Nested domains of approximately
600 × 500 grid points use 1km horizontal grid-spacing,
and are located such that convection initiates close to the
center of the domain. Both parent and nested domains
are initialized using the ETA analyses, approximately six
hours prior to the observed initiation of convection. Data
from the nested domain are archived every minute.

4 ANALYSIS OF CASE 1: BOW-ECHO SYSTEM, 9-10
JUNE 2003

The simulation of case 1 captured the initiation of con-
vection close to the center of the nested domain at ap-
proximately 0130 UTC 10 June 2003. Model convec-
tion quickly organized into a propagating bow-echo sys-
tem, as observed. Further convection initiated within the
nested domain and subsequently merged with the bow-
echo system. Figure 2 shows the evolution of the model
bow echo system within the sub-region of the nested do-
main outlined in Fig. 1. This sub-region is used later to
calculate area averaged quantities and to isolate the wa-
ter vapor signature associated with the bow-echo system.
The sub-region includes the pre-convective environment,
initiation and organization of the bow-echo.

Relationship with Water Vapor Convergence
Figure 3a shows a timeseries of low-level water vapor
convergence and 1 minute accumulated rainfall, aver-
aged over the sub-region. 1-minute rainfall amount is

used here as a proxy for convection. Water vapor con-
vergence appears to evolve on two timescales; a slow
increase in the hours before convection followed by a fast
increase close to the onset of convection. This suggests
mechanisms are operating on two timescales; the slow
increase associated with the synoptic/mesoscale devel-
opment of the convective environment and the fast in-
crease associated with a precursor mechanism to con-
vection. This suggests a relationship between low-level
water vapor convergence and severe convection.

Figure 3b shows timeseries of the time rate of
change of PW using 4t = 1 minute and 1 minute accumu-
lated rainfall, both averaged over the sub-region. As for
low-level water vapor convergence, 4PW/4t evolves on
two timescales; a slow increase on synoptic/mesoscale
timescales in the hours before convecion followed by a
fast increase close to the onset of severe convection. This
suggests a relationship between 4PW/ 4 t and severe
convection.

Lead-Times of the Precursors to Severe Convection
Precursors to severe convection have been identified in
the time-series of low-level water vapor convergence and
4PW/4t. Knowledge of the lead-time of the precursor is
useful for nowcasting purposes. An estimate for the lead-
times can be obtained by correlating the 1-minute rainfall
field with either the water vapor convergence field or the
4PW/ 4 t field. Ratio Y is calculated as follows;

Y (t) =
R(n)

W (n − t)
, (3)

where R is the number of grid points exceeding a
1-minute rain amount threshold (Rc) at the time of the on-
set of severe convection n. For case 1, n = 560 minutes
into the simulation. W is the number of those grid points
that exceed a low-level water vapor convergence thresh-
old (WVc) at different lead times t. To obtain the ratio for
4PW/4 t, the low-level water vapor convergence field is
substituted for the 4PW/4t field. In converting the fields
to binary, dependence on the magnitude is removed, and
the ratio becomes a measure of overlap between shapes
in the rainfall and water vapor convergence or 4PW/4 t

fields.
Figure 4a shows the ratio Y as a function of lead-

time, t, for different values of the tunable threshold param-
eters Rc and WVc. The shape of the timeseries are not
sensitive to the threshold parameters, and maximum ra-
tios occur around 30 minutes lead-time for low-level water
vapor convergence. Figure 4b shows the maximum ratios
for 4PW/ 4 t occur around 40 minutes.

Sensitivity to Averaging Area
A precursor to severe convection has been identified in
low-level water vapor convergence on the scale of the
sub-region averaging area (151km × 151km). For now-
casting purposes it is desirable to detect precursors over
smaller spatial scales to be more precise on the location



for severe weather warnings. Here, the sensitivity of char-
acteristics of the precursor to the averaging area are ex-
amined.

Figure 5 shows timeseries of area averaged low-level
water vapor convergence and 1 minute accumulated rain-
fall for three averaging areas; 151km × 151km, 75km ×

75km and 31km × 31km. The center grid-point for all
averaging areas is the same. A precursor is present for
all averaging area sizes, and the time of the peak magni-
tude in water vapor convergence has low sensitivity to the
averaging area size. As the averaging area is reduced,
the magnitude of the area-averaged quantities increases,
since the center point lies approximately at the location of
highest rainfall amount. Similar results are found for the
precursor in 4PW/ 4 t (not shown).

Sensitivity to Temporal and Spatial Resolution
To determine the repeat cycle and spatial resolution of
low-level water vapor observations necessary to capture
the precursor for nowcasting severe weather, the sensitiv-
ity of the precursor in low-level water vapor convergence
to the spatial and temporal resolution of the data is exam-
ined.

Figure 6 shows there are no significant differences in
the timeseries of area average water vapor convergence
using different spatial and temporal resolution data for the
range 1km - 30 km and 1 min to 30 min for an averag-
ing area of 31km× 31km. Therefore, changes occur on
timescales of 30 minutes or greater and spatial scales of
30km or greater, resulting in low sensitivity of the mag-
nitude and ’shape’ of the precursor. This result is inde-
pendent of the averaging area size for square boxes with
side lengths between 31km and 151km (not shown). Sim-
ilar results are found for the precursor in 4PW/ 4 t (not
shown).

5 ANALYSES OF CASES 2 AND 3
Similar analysis as for case 1 has been performed for
cases 2 and 3. Simulations of cases 2 and 3 both cap-
tured the approximate location and timing of convection
initiation close to the center of the nested domains, and
captured the observed convective mode; a leading line
MCS for case 2 and a line of supercells for case 3.

As for case 1, simulations of cases 2 and 3 show fast
increases in area averaged low-level water vapor conver-
gence (shown in Fig. 7) and 4PW/4 t (not shown) prior
to severe convection. Again, these precursors suggest a
relationship with severe convection. Using a similar cor-
relation technique as for case 1, maximum correlations
between the field of 1-minute rainfall and either water va-
por convergence or 4PW/4t occur around lead-times of
20 minutes for case 2 and 30 minutes for case 3. In addi-
tion, characteristics of the precursors, such as the ’shape’
and lead-time, have low sensitivity to the size of the aver-
aging area (not shown), and to the spatial and temporal
resolutions of the data in the range 1km - 30 km and 1
min - 30 min (not shown).

6 SUMMARY
High-resolution numerical simulations of severe convec-
tion have been examined using 1-minute output to deter-
mine the relationship between low-level water vapor con-
vergence and severe convection.

For the range of convective situations, low-level wa-
ter vapor convergence evolves on two timescales; a slow
increase on synoptic/mesoscale timescales in the hours
before convection followed by a fast increase close to the
onset of severe convection. The rapid increase of wa-
ter vapor (and its associated moisture convergence) can
serve as a useful precursor to severe convection. Our
results show a significant increase of water vapor con-
vergence occurs prior to severe convection, with lead-
times in the range of 20 to 40 minutes. This relationship
appears to be quite robust for grid spacing smaller than
30km and temporal interval of 30 minutes or smaller, and
compares well with an observational study (Seko et al.,
2004) that showed increases in water vapor 20 minutes
prior to convective precipitation cores.

Based on these results, we conclude that observ-
ing instrumentation capable of providing a 10 min repeat
cycle and at a resolution of 10km would be able to de-
tect significant moisture convergence, and provide useful
warning for the possibility of severe convection.
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Figure 1: The parent domain (black) and nested domains for case 1 (blue), case 2 (green) and case 3 (red). Outlined in a blue dashed
line is a sub-region of the nested domain for case 1 used to calculate area average quantities.



Figure 2: 15-minute accumulated rainfall (mm) shown for the sub-region of the nested domain for the periods (a) 0145-0200 UTC, (b)
0245-0300 UTC, (c) 0345-0400 UTC and (d) 0445-0500 UTC 10 June 2003.



Figure 3: (a) Timeseries of 1-minute rainfall accumulation (mm, black) and low-level water vapor convergence (kgm−2s−1, blue), and
(b) Timeseries of 1-minute rainfall accumulation (mm, black) and time rate of change of PW using 4t = 1min (kgm−2s−1, blue). All
quantities are area averages taken over the sub-region shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 4: Ratio of the number of grid points exceeding a rainfall threshold to the number of those grid point exceeding (a) a water
vapor convergence threshold and (b) a 4PW/ 4 t threshold, for different thresholds.



Figure 5: Timeseries of 1-minute rainfall accumulation (mm, dashed) and low-level water vapor convergence (kgm−2s−1, solid) aver-
aged over square boxes of length 151km (black), 75km (red) and 31km (blue).



Figure 6: Timeseries of 1-minute rainfall accumulation (mm, dashed) and low-level water vapor convergence (kgm−2s−1, solid) aver-
aged over a 31km square box using (a) data of degraded spatial resolution and (b) data of degraded temporal resolution.



Figure 7: Timeseries of 1-minute rainfall accumulation (mm, black) and low-level water vapor convergence (kgm−2s−1, blue) averaged
over a 151km square box for (a) case 2 and (b) case 3.


